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Year/Month Category: Posts by Year/DayQ: app crashes immediately after launching in ios 9 with XCODE I am getting a blank screen after i build and run the app in xcode. I go to navbar bar in xcode, double
click the app and it's just a blank window. I am new in IOS development but have been coding using.Net core for a long time. I am using xcode for first time in iOS development. I am developing a simple android
app first and then cross my fingers here. A: I am guessing that you have the wrong package name when you configured your build settings. If you do not have any assets, then your setup should be the following.
Product Name: AppName App ID: "APP_ID_HERE" Build Setting: Bundle Identifier: "AppID" This should be selected from under the General tab. If you have an app icon, you should not select the option for iCloud
also and instead click on the export button. After setting this information up, the XCode project will build and run correctly on ios devices. Q: Inverse of non triangular matrix Let matrix $A$: $$\begin{bmatrix} 1
& 0 & -1\\ 0 & 0 & 1\\ 1 & 0 & 2 \end{bmatrix}$$ What is the inverse of $A$, is it $A^n$ for some $n$? Is there any formula to know the answer? I know the matrix inverse is given by: $$\begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 &
-1\\ 0 & 1 & 0\\ 1 & 0 & 2 \end{bmatrix}$$ but how to get this answer? A: You should check the following lemma for group inverse : Lemma. Suppose that $M_1,M_2,M_3,N_1,N_2,N_3$ be three square matrices
such that $M_1M_2,M_1M_3,
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